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Working holiday. 

What is working holiday? 

A. A Working Holiday allows someone to visit a country for longer than the average tourist, 

with the opportunity to take on short-term jobs to save money or at least help fund the trip. 

Many people seek short-term jobs in multiple regions as a way to explore that country in-

depth. In some cases, a working holiday also refers to the specific type of visa needed to 

embark on this style of trip. The idea is to have an adventure, make a million friends from 

around the world, and try new things! 

What are the requirements for getting a Working Holiday Visa? 

B. Each country has specific requirements, but generally the minimum age is 18. New Zealand 

has an upper age limit of 30, whereas Australia and Canada have recently increased their 

age caps to 35. In Ireland, there is no age cap but applicants must be students or recent 

students. There is no student status requirement for U.S. citizens doing working holidays in 

Australia, New Zealand, or Canada. InterExchange offers working holiday experiences for 

U.S. citizens in Australia, Canada, Ireland, and New Zealand for up to one year, though the 

specific duration is up to the person traveling. For those seeking to visit the U.S., 

InterExchange offers several options under the J-1 Exchange Visitor visa categories. 

How do I find work and housing? 

C. You'll find lots of seasonal jobs! Common ones include wait staff, fruit picking, hotel or 

resort jobs, office temp work, and cleaning. With a good attitude and some flexibility, it's 

generally not difficult to find short-term work. On the Australia, Canada, Ireland, and New 

Zealand programs, InterExchange provides access to jobs databases, support from in-

country staff, and assistance in the transition. To help you with jet lag recovery, transitional 

housing is included or available upon arrival. Beyond those initial nights, most participants 

do a combination of hostel stays and short-term apartment rentals. 

How does InterExchange help organize working holidays? 

D. Working holidays are typically more freestyle and open-ended travel experiences geared 

towards those seeking more independence and less structure. That being said, 

InterExchange provides background support by way of transitional accommodation, an 

orientation session, access to social activities, work and travel support staff, and more. In 

some countries, the program will provide an airport transfer, open a bank account on behalf 

of participants prior to arrival, and provide a SIM card with a local phone number. 

Participants are free to seek out work on their own, but the program is meant to give 

participants a leg up. 

 

Activity. 

A. Read the text and then label each paragraph with its title. 

How do I find housing? 

What is working holiday?  A 

How does InterExchange help organize working holidays? 

What are the requirements for getting a Working Holiday Visa? 

B. Answer these questions using either english or spanish. 

1. Would you go on a working holiday? Why? 

2. Where would you like to go? 

3. What do you need to go to that/ those place/places? 


